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The year in art A local explosion
By John E. Mitchell, North Adams Transcript
Posted: 01/02/2009 09:50:40 AM EST

Friday, January 2
More than any year before it, 2008 was a period in which the local art scene
came decisively into its own.
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Not only did new venues to display art and new ways for more people to
participate appear, but local artists seized an identity for their community.
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Northern Berkshire artwork is often quirky and very much its own thing -- if you
want something completely different, this is the place to find it.
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January can be a slow month, but that didn't stop Greylock Arts from bringing in
Todd Holoubek to share his quirky technological creations. Holoubek's
contraptions included a Japanese fighting robot, large metal puzzles and a
miniature light garden, made of an LCD screen and tiny bits of film.
Jeff and Jane Hudson opened their second store, Hudson's, in the Mass MoCA
complex. Meanwhile, the high standard of their North Adams Antiques Gallery
continued with an idiosyncratic show of Christopher Kurber's collection of early
20th century mahogany casting molds originally used to create machine parts,
coupled with Kurber's drawings and sculpture.
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February saw the opening of "Eastern Standard: Western Artists at Mass
MoCA," which focused on China, including several documentaries playing in constant rotation and the fascinating work
of photographer Edward Burtynsky, as well as numerous other artists.
March ushered in Io Gallery on Main Street in North Adams, Jason Morin's new space specializing in
digital artwork.
Advertisement

Williamstown author Paul Park's final book in his
Princess of Roumania series, "The Hidden World" -- a
series about alternate worlds and history for young
adults that partially took place in Williamstown -- was
released in April.
Also that month were two successful new art events.
The Hoosic River Lights Project, helmed by Ralph Brill,
mixed LEDs with fabric and aluminum materials in the
Hoosic River flood chutes to create an outdoor light
show. The Eclipse Mill Gallery debuted the Berkshire
Salon, an egalitarian multi-artist show that highlighted
local artists looking for exposure for a reasonable
entry fee.
"Badlands" debuted at Mass MoCA in May, gathering
together art addressing the landscape and ecological
concerns -- some of the work had a gloriously sciencefiction influenced tone.

Seattle artist Vaughn Bell created little take-home
biospheres, as well as hanging ones that visitors could
stick their heads inside. Joseph Smolinski built a windpowered artificial tree based on images from his
apocalyptic artwork. Also featured were Alexis Rockman and his gargantuan masterwork -- an all-encompassing
landscape painting of the Antarctic -- and Williams professor Michael Glier, who offered selections from his "Latitudes"
project, which had him make a painting a day for a year in order to document the local change of seasons.
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Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts released "Exploring Nirvana: The Art of Jessica Park," the first comprehensive
published collection of the artist's vibrant images, accompanied by thorough and insightful academic essays.
In June, DownstreetArt came to North Adams, a massive effort to invade the city's downtown with a critical mass of art
spaces for the summer. Among featured attractions were a gallery of work by interns at Mass MoCA's Sol LeWitt wing,
video work by David Lachman, Mark Mulherrin's meticulous window sculpture tribute to time travel called "The
Grandfather Paradox" and the North Adams Artist Co-op, a progressive group effort to display and sell work from local
creators, such as Laura Christensen, Diane Sullivan, Martha Flood and Erin Ko.
One of the most anticipated shows of summer was the return of Jarvis Rockwell's huge action figure pyramid, this time
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christened "Maya III," a sequel to his Mass MoCA installation from several years ago.
Also featured was Lumens, an interactive computer-networked installation fashioned by Ven Voisey, Matthew Belanger
and Sean Riley. Local people donated lamps, which were networked online between the North Adams location and
Greylock Arts in Adams. The idea was that what affects a light in Adams would result in the same in North Adams and
vice versa.
This was a symbolic show that was but a portion of the larger project "Networked Realities: (Re)Connecting the
Adamses," a collaboration with MCLA Gallery 51 and Turbulence.org that sought to create interactive art opportunities
based on the idea of the sister cities and their disconnection more than a century ago.
June also saw the Kolok Gallery return for public consumption with a show from Brandon Graving, whose show
"Wonder: Works in Progress" featured three-dimensional paper work drawing from Graving's career as a printmaker, as
well as her life in New Orleans, both before and after Katrina. This was followed up by a show of Rochester, N.Y.,
photographer Katrina d'Autremont's work -- alluring documentation of her family's life in Argentina.
Melissa St. Pierre released her debut album, "Specimens," in the summer. The eight-song collaboration with
Collections of Colonies of Bees featured St. Pierre performing her own compositions on prepared piano.
The Williamstown Theatre Festival returned for its new season under the guidance of Nicholas Martin, who -- in the
eyes of many -- brought the festival back to form.
Rich Remsberg made his local gallery debut with "Terms of Surrender" at MCLA Gallery 51. A photographer and
documentary researcher, Remsberg's show utilized his work and love of the past, creating found film collages and
displaying other weird items formed from relics of the past. Later in October, Remsberg rounded off his banner year
with an Emmy win for his work on the episode of PBS's American Experience "The Living Weapon."
MCLA's Gallery 51 followed with the first joint show by husband-and-wife artists Joshua Field and Melissa Lillie. Field's
work draws inspiration from wunderkammers -- huge cabinets that are used to display sprawling collections of scientific
objects and specimens -- while Lillie creates abstractions through macro views fashioned from aerial drawings of city
parks.
Guitarist for The Books and Williams College artist-in-resident Nick Zammuto debuted his "Laser Show" at the Williams
College Museum of Art. This installation was made entirely of speakers emitting low frequency sound waves and lasers
vibrating because of them and creating patterns on screens. Zammuto was using sound to paint with light.
In July -- while Florida schools were dealing with a naughty book on the middle school reading list -- the Brill Gallery in
North Adams debuted its "Nude and Naked" show featuring photography in which the models were either one or the
other and often both. Leonard Nimoy was one of the featured photographers.
Work began on the Mohawk Theater. The first phase of renovations would include repairs to the front facade, a new
back exterior, restoration work on the interior and a new back entrance that will open up on Eagle Street.
In August, Pittsfield's Storefront Artist Project hosted a show by a true legend in his field, comic book artist Joe Staton.
Staton is renowned for his efforts on Batman, Plastic Man, Green Lantern, Scooby Doo and many others. The show did
so well that it got extended in the fall. From the Hollywood to Berkshire County, comic books are hot.
In September, the Eclipse Mill Gallery brought some levity to the area with "What's So Funny," a show focused on
humor. Among the featured artists was Jay Critchley, a man who once covered a Cape Cod motel with sand and is
renowned for using his collection of tampon applicators to fashion a gown that he once wore to the Statehouse.
In October, KidSpace at MassMoCA celebrated an expansion with the announcement that the hugely successful
interactive gallery would find a new home in 2009 within the complex. The move would give the gallery more exposure
and a lot more room. The gallery also opened Adam Chapman's "Illuminations" show, featuring poetic digital
representations of the flight of birds and the patterns created by them.
North Adams Open Studios returned for its fourth successful year, expanding in scope with artists displaying work in
NoAMA building as well as previous years' venues, and the Williamstown Film Festival turned 10 with a schedule of 40
films.
In November, Barack Obama managed to shove aside any other news by winning the presidential election. While this
isn't technically a local arts story, it was one happy and hopeful capper to the year among several for many in the
artistic community.
Eric Rudd and Kelly Lee mixed art and commerce with their book "A Portrait of Northern Berkshire," which not only
captured the beauty of the area, but also gave the tourists something to bring home with them for a reasonable price.
The Sol LeWitt wing opened at Mass MoCA after much anticipation -- three floors with 105 wall drawings built around a
mix of mathematical precision and good old-fashioned modern art abstraction.
In some ways, it's an unlikely sensation, but the LeWittmania hit full throttle. The exhibit won unanimous raves around
the country, including one from The New York Times, and was named the No. 1 art exhibit in America by Time
Magazine.
The Williams College Museum of Art launched its own show, "The ABCs of Sol LeWitt," in conjunction, and the Mass
MoCA exhibit is planned to stay put for the next 25 years.
Mathematical kismet was in the air -- Greylock Arts caught some of the good LeWitt vibrations with its "Algorithims"
show, featuring art generated by algorithms -- that is, computational art. Among the included works were Tristan
Perich's drawing machine, and many of those featured are linked thematically and aesthetically to LeWitt's output.
In December, Howard Cruse's North County Perp got a second issue, releasing some of that underground spirit into the
area with a party at MCLA Gallery 51, which rounded out its year with "All Fired Up" a creative ceramics show curated
by Diane Sullivan.
Mass MoCA brought in the work of British artist Simon Starling, which took a particle from a 100-year old photo of
Chinese factory workers in North Adams and blew it up into a huge sculpture.
Adding another portion to Greylock Arts' "Networked Realities," David Lachman introduced the "Domain of Mt.
Greylock" video portal, an interactive online work. Using an aerial drawing of the Northern Berkshires as a map over
which video windows are laid, the site asks for open submissions from any citizen who wants to share within the
context of the larger tapestry of the area. The site can be found at greylockarts.net/domain-of-mount-greylock-videoportal.
And speaking of networks, on the national level, the year ended with the RIAA ending its policy of suing music
downloaders. From now on, a slap on the wrist will suffice. College kids, commence your downloading!
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Comments made here are the sole responsibility of the person posting them, and they are subject to the terms and conditions
of this site. Please note by clicking on "Post Comment" you acknowledge that you have read the Terms of Service and the
comment you are posting is in compliance with such terms. Inappropriate posts may be removed by the moderator. These
comments do not reflect the opinion or approval of The North Adams Transcript. This forum encourages open, honest,
respectful and insightful discussions; there is no need to be offensive. If you feel a comment violates the terms and
conditions of this site, please bring it to our attention by selecting the "report abuse" link.Send us your feedback.
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